
About this blog… 

Any Internet presenter strives for clean looks and perfect usefulness. So do we. But here…  
Blog posts can’t be translated… Category feeds can’t be adjusted… Plus any number of 
additional short comings and downright failures made setting up this blog a frustrating 
adventure…!   

What can we say…? Wix - a provider known for its good look and utility - may have utopian  
plans for its new blog. So… we will see…! 

Regarding foreign languages… 

“This contribution can not be translated…” This panel only can make me angry.  

Not that we have had the time to translated all text in this website, but when the time comes we 
do know that and how it can be done. Blog post, however, simply can not be translated. Hence 
we came up with the idea to publish contributions alternately in English, in German or in French 
language and provide a translator button. Using the translator will support the readers foreign 
language learning, and who knows, in the end all will turn out to be of advantage.   

A word on this blogs intentions… 

Saturday’s for Future (i.e. numbered contributions) address the fact, that demonstrating alone  
will not make for a better future. It needs a new consent and appropriate laws. It also must  
be mentioned - and demonstrated - that relief for the planet is available at any time. Each and 
everyone can act and participate. Information often is the links. Hope readers will connect the 
dots…  

We are happy indeed to also present the building of our first tiny house in a photo 
documentation (i.e. the lettered contributions)… A text detailing the pros and cons of the 
building process and the choice of materials is provided in the menu point 1. Tiny Houses… 
How? 

And a word on commenting here… 

We welcome comments, ideas and suggestions on renewal - particularly those things that  
all can do. Nice side effect - with commenting you automatically register to receive new posts. 
Not sure how nice in fact this is. In other words, readers please decide if you would like to 
participate, comment and receive latest post. Or rather open the website at your convenience 
and have a look. All the best, Christine


